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There are 2 types of 
agents, agents who blame 
the market for their lack of 
growth, and agents who
are resourceful and 
leverage the market to 
grow and dominate their
marketplace.

Hannah Valentine

CEO Of Source Hero

Creative Offer
Sales prices increase due
to bidding war
Opportunity for double
close or more

Benefits

Inconsistent Deals
Higher sale prices
Offers rejected
20+ Buyers per property,
resulting in negative
inventory

Challenges

I have a saying that "If you're going to fish, the bait is in your 
backyard." A lot of times agents are so focused on reaching the 
masses they quickly forget they have easy (low-hanging fruit) clients 
right in their local area.

Tip #1: Leverage Existing Database

Take down all of your guest information for easy follow-Up. This is an 
easy way to get to know your market and what people are responding 
to. (Dark Harwood floors, Floor to ceiling tile, focal point fireplace, etc.)

Tip #2: Run Open Houses

To be efficient in your marketing is is important to know the metrics
of your product. (what's selling, what's not selling, what's aiding
higher values, etc)

Tip #3: Tap Into Geo-Farm

Connect with agents on your marketplace and outside. Find out
where people are coming from and moving to see where the hot
spots are, then connect with the agents on those areas.

Tip #4: Agent To Agent Referrals

1 0  T I P S  F O R  L O W  I N V E N T O R Y

This a no-fluff 
approach to navigating 
through low inventory 
seasons.

LOW 
INVENTORY 
GUIDE

A T  A  G L A N C E

Having an idea of where your clients head is at on price and value of
their home before your listing appointment, can help you prepare to
frame your conversation. So check it out! [Zillow, Realtor.com, etc]

Tip #5: Search Housing Sites

Regularly checking the MLS for listings you could pick up that fell off 
of the market that is a great way to build authority in your market, and 
in presentations..

Tip #6: Follow-Up On Expireds

This will required some elbow grease, and actually getting from
behind the desk and getting out and meeting people.

Tip #7: Seller Lead Generation

In order to do this effectively you must follow your local rules. Your
signs should be too busy, with crazy color scheme. Clear sign, with a
call-to-action, your name, and ohone number

Tip #8: Put Our Signs

So many agents run from these which leads to a plentiful supply. In
most cased after 60 Days FSBOs are looking for a realtor, so follow-
Up with these people, and find out their motivation for selling.

Tip #9: FSBOs

This can be a lucrative way to unload fixer upper properties, as well
as help tired landlords.

Tip #10: Investors


